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Surprise As

“The decrease is surprising as we feel that the
industry is still facing a difficult marketplace
and challenging economic conditions, with cuts
in public sector spending and a lack of funding
still a substantial issue for UK companies,” says
Baker Tilly Restructuring and Recovery LLP
partner Mark Wilson.   

“The construction sector in particular is being hit
by a double whammy of profit margin pressure,

with companies facing stiffer competition for
contracts and cost inflation impacted by a weak
pound, which has increased the cost of imported
materials.   With any significant new infrastructure
investments committed to now unlikely to
commence before 2014 due to the procurement
and tendering process, this subdued marketplace
and subsequent lack of growth is likely to continue
for some time. Therefore the recent insolvency
statistics are likely to be a false dawn.”

Insolvencies Decrease
Official statistics published by 
The Insolvency Service today 
show that the construction sector,
often viewed as a barometer for the
health of the overall economy, 
has shown an 8 percent 
decrease in administrations 
on the last quarter.



Commentary From Neil Edwards
Chief Executive - The Builders' Conference Trade Association

There have been times over the past
four or five years when I have started
to wonder if we would ever see 
a return to those halcyon days of 
pre-recession 2008.   For far too long,
it has seemed that the days of wine
and roses have been consigned to the
pages of history; something to tell our
disbelieving grandchildren about.

So while the statistics from April 2013
are but a pale shadow of those heady
heights, they do provide some
welcome relief from what has been a
tortuous monthly repetition of heaping
bad news upon bad news.

With a haul of 402 identified
and collated contracts, the
BCLive league table produced a
combined total of £2.47 billion,
£800 million up on March 2013
and 7.5 percent up on the £1.8
billion achieved in the same month
last year.  I am not for one moment
suggesting that the worst of the
recession is over.   More astute minds

than mine have made such claims in
the past only to find themselves
sporting an omelette face mask just a
few days later.   But after a
prolonged period in which a flat-line
has become regarded as a positive
sign, any upturn – however short-lived
– is surely to be welcomed.

It will be welcomed most warmly at
Morgan Sindall Towers with the
company topping this month’s
league table with a hefty £966
million haul of nine contracts

including a 10-year, £900
million term contract at
Sellafield.  This is a
fantastic reward for
Morgan Sindall which

has regularly won the “most contracts
won in a single month” prize but
which has recently failed to take the
top spot in contract values.  And, in
a case of the eternal bridesmaid
finally getting to walk down the aisle
of their own accord, this month’s
haul also sees Morgan Sindall claim

the top spot of the rolling year table
as well; a table that currently stands
at an improving £24 billion.

Morgan Sindall’s place at the top of
the “most contracts” list was taken by
a three-way split this past month with
Balfour Beatty, Kier Group and
Keepmoat all bagging a respectable
10 contracts each.   Meanwhile,
Morgan Sindall and ISG shared
second place with nine a piece.

Whether this month’s total is the
beginning of the recovery or merely a
statistical blip, only time will tell.   But
in a month that saw Balfour Beatty
issue a profits warning and motorway
giant McArdle Group call in the
administrators, even a blip is to be
welcomed like the prodigal son.

Onward
and Upward
The marked upturn in construction’s
fortunes during the month of April might
prove to be just a blip, but it’s a welcome
blip according to The Builders’ Conference
CEO Neil Edwards.







Speed Bump
On Road To
Recovery

The world continues to feel a little safer,
notwithstanding recent uncertainties surrounding
Italy and Cyprus. In terms of economic growth,
however, the global economy looks like it has hit
another speed bump in the long and tortuous road
to recovery.  

The US economy got off to a reasonably brisk start to 2013, with the
preliminary estimate of GDP growth for the first quarter coming in at 0.6%
(reported by American statisticians as an annualised increase of 2.5%). But recent
data point to more sluggish conditions in the months ahead, with weak employment
growth and retail sales in March, and an ebbing of consumer confidence. The
upturn in the global trade cycle hasn’t turned out to be as powerful as was hoped,
and at home it looks unlikely that the Democrats and Republicans will be able to
reach an agreement to cancel the ‘sequestration’ (automatic cuts in federal
spending) which began in March; without an agreement by the politicians,
sequestration will see some $85 billion lopped from government outlays during the
remainder of the current fiscal year which runs to the end of August.   

Meanwhile, the change of leadership in China seems to have caused a degree
of policy dislocation, contributing to weaker-than-expected growth in the first

Mark Berrisford-Smith, 
Head of Economics, UK Commercial
Banking, HSBC Bank plc sees signs 
of positivity at long last.



quarter. Industrial production, for
example, is now growing at an
annual single-digit rate again,
having eased from 10.3% in
December to 8.9% in March. As a
result of the first quarter figure,
China’s full-year GDP growth in
2013 is now expected to be ‘only’
8.2%, rather than 8.6%.
Nonetheless, China will still account
for around two fifths of global
growth this year.  

Cypriot Rescue

The debt crisis in the Euro Area
remains the biggest economic and
financial risk facing the global
economy, and the initial botched
effort at stitching together a 
rescue package for Cyprus
demonstrated that sentiment in
financial markets is still fragile.  
But a revised and enlarged bail-out,
worth a notional €23 billion, is now
well on the way to being finalized;
and with a ‘grand coalition’
government having  been formed 
in Italy, peripheral bond yields 
are now at their lowest since 
early 2010.   

But an economic recovery in the
Euro Area still looks some way off.
Signs of a revival in Germany at the
start of the year have faded
somewhat, while the monthly surveys
which track business sentiment and
activity are still pointing to modest
declines in output across the region
as a whole.  In particular, the results
of the PMI (Purchasing Managers’
Index) surveys suggest that
conditions are worse in France than
in Spain or Italy.  

On a slightly more positive note,
consumer sentiment has shown signs
of improvement, though it remains
well below historical levels.  And
inflation is now well anchored within
the ECB’s target (at 1.7% in the year
to March), so that there is now
scope for a further interest rate cut.   

The long-standing debate about the
virtue, or otherwise, of imposing
tough austerity in the Eurozone
periphery is gradually moving
towards the view that deep cuts in
public spending are likely to be
counter-productive in the current
climate. The EU Commission is now

taking a noticeably easier line, with
countries being given longer to put
their houses in fiscal order. Spain,
for example, has unveiled a new
economic plan which will not see
the budget deficit fall to 3% of GDP
until 2016, as against the previous
expectation that this would be
achieved this year.   

In view of the recent upheavals in
Cyprus, it is also important that
Eurozone policymakers make swift
progress towards building a credible
banking union.  The Single
Supervisory Mechanism is slated to
begin in March of next year, but
progress has been much slower in
formulating the bank resolution and
deposit insurance components, and
this June’s summit of EU heads of
government will be an acid test of
whether the political will is really
there to build a fully-functioning
banking union.  

Britain Turning the Corner?  

The 0.3% rise in GDP during the first
quarter of 2013 came as a
welcome relief, and means that the
UK has avoided a triple-dip
recession. Indeed, revisions to past
data now show the double-dip at
the end of 2011 as being very mild,
with two successive quarterly
contractions of just 0.1%. Although
the initial first- quarter estimate will
doubtless be revised, it does at least
have the merit of being a ‘clean’
read-out, that is to say it is free from
distortions caused by bad weather,
the Olympic Games, or extra Bank
Holidays.   

The bad news from the first-quarter
GDP figures is that the economy
remains as unbalanced as ever, with
growth being driven by the services
sector and a modest revival in
energy production, while the output
of both the manufacturing and
construction sectors continued to

An economic recovery in the 
Euro Area still looks some way

off. Signs of a revival in Germany at the
start of the year have faded somewhat, while
the monthly surveys which track business
sentiment and activity are still pointing 
to modest declines in output
across the region as a whole



decline. The manufacturing
sector has been in recession for
nearly two years, with output
more than 3% down from the
previous peak in 2011 and a
tenth lower than it was before
the onset of the recession.   

With the Eurozone stuck fast in
recession, 2013 is shaping up
to be another tough year for
British exporters. With GDP
expected to expand by 0.8%
for the year as a whole, much
of this growth will again come
from spending by consumers.
Inflation continues to run well
ahead of earnings growth, but
the desire to pay down past
borrowings seems to be
abating.  Households may be
feeling a little more secure
thanks to the stabilisation of
house prices and the recent strong
run in equity markets, and consumer
confidence has edged slightly higher
since the end of last year – though
the upturn has been modest and
survey readings remain low
compared to historic norms.  

With the Bank of England having
announced an extension to the
duration and terms of the Funding

for Lending Scheme (FLS) a day
before the release of the GDP
figures, no further measures are
expected until Mark Carney takes up
the post of Governor in July. In any
case, with the Government
announcing only minor changes to
the Bank of England’s remit, it looks
unlikely that Mr Carney will
implement radical changes to the
conduct of monetary policy. He will

probably confine himself to
introducing ‘conditional guidance’,
along the lines practised by his
previous employer, the Bank of
Canada, and more recently by the
Federal Reserve. The form of any
such guidance will be announced in
August to coincide with the
publication of the Bank of England’s
regular quarterly Inflation Report.

Households may be feeling a little more 
secure thanks to the stabilisation of house

prices and the recent strong run in equity markets,  
and consumer confidence has edged 

slightly higher since the end of last year

Oil and gold prices have fallen in 2013

SOURCE: THOMSON DATASTREAM
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Late Payments
Killing Industry

Barry Ashmore, construction industry veteran
and founder of StreetwiseSubbie.com Ltd, was
invited to an evidence session in Parliament

this week to speak to a cross party group of MPs
regarding the state of the construction industry
owing to late payments and unfair payment terms.

During the session, Ashmore put forward 
to the MPs a proposed solution to the payment
issues suffered by specialist contractors in 
the construction industry, in the form of
StreetwiseSubbie.com’s “Fair Treatment Charter.” 



The charter containing 12 simple yet
effective points could be introduced
quickly and most importantly to the
Government, at virtually no cost, and
would provide a workable deterrent
and solution to the current malpractices
and issues of late payment in the UK
construction industry. 

The evidence session, which was
aimed at tackling payment issues in
general amongst all UK industries, had
a distinct construction flavour with
Dortech’s director Steve Sutherland and
Balfour Beatty’s chief executive Andrew
McNaughton also in attendance. 

In his opening statement to the MPs in
attendance, including host MP Debbie
Abrahams who has been actively
working on the late payments issue
across UK industries, Ashmore
encapsulated the shocking and grim
reality of the situation for the
construction industry. “5,000
Specialist Contractors have failed
since recession. Conversely, during
the same period, the profitability of
Contractors generally has improved.” 

Ashmore went on to mention that The
Prompt Payment Code has had little or
no effect, and neither has the
Government’s Mystery Shopper
service. He went on to stress the need
for an effective solution that could be
introduced both quickly and
economically, and put forward
StreetwiseSubbie.com’s ‘Fair
Treatment Charter’.

The charter was written by members of
the construction industry, for members
of the construction industry, based on
the shockingly honest responses
received for their ‘State of Industry
Survey’ (which can be downloaded in
full from their website
http://www.streetwisesubbie.com/fair
-treatment-charter) and with some of
Ashmore’s own personal experiences
of the industry.

Point number 7 of the proposed charter
is one that the MPs took particular
interest in, as it states “No bespoke
Sub-Contracts. Use only un-amended
Standard Form Sub-Contracts e.g. the
JCT or NEC suite of Sub-Contracts.”
This point alone would put an end to a
great many of the ruthless tactics used
by Contractors when wording their sub-
contracts allowing them to pay late,
pay less than is fair or was agreed, or
to simply not pay at all as far too often
is the case. The full Fair Treatment
Charter can be viewed on the
StreetwiseSubbie web site.

The shocking details and bleak picture
painted of the UK construction industry
seemed to hit home with panel of MPs

in attendance at the evidence session,
and they expressed a great deal of
interest in Ashmore’s proposed charter.
Debbie Abrahams tweeted thanks to all
who attended the session, stating
“Recommendations to follow” in regard
to what will be done next. 

Ashmore will be giving a full report of
these recommendations as well as
talking more about what happened
during the evidence session at
StreetwiseSubbie.com’s ‘Specialist
Contracting in the UK is Broken! - What
Can We Do To Fix It?’ conference in
Nottingham on 7th June 2013. 

Full details be found on their website
here: http://tinyurl.com/cv6g4j7

The shocking details and bleak 
picture painted of the UK

construction industry seemed to hit 
home with panel of MPs in attendance 
at the evidence session, and they 
expressed a great deal of interest



Cyclists
Throw Down

London Cycling Campaign haulage
expert and former lorry driver Charlie
Lloyd said:

“Our Safer Urban Lorry design is a
challenge to the construction industry
to use vehicles that help reduce the
terrible number of people on bikes
and on foot who are killed by lorries.

“The restricted view from the cab of
many of today’s construction lorries
means the driver often has little or no
idea who or what is in their

immediate vicinity, which is totally
unacceptable.”

Geoff Lee, whose wife Hilary was
killed by a lorry while cycling in
Barnet in October 2012, said: 

“The construction industry has a duty
to do everything it can to prevent
more people being killed by its
vehicles. Perhaps if more lorries 
were designed like this lorry, then
fewer innocent people would die on
our streets.”

Construction
Challenge

The London Cycling Campaign has published
pictures and video of its new Safer Urban

Lorry design, and is calling on the
construction industry to adopt similar 

vehicle designs to reduce the shocking
number of lorry-cyclist fatalities.



The Safer Urban Lorry design 
uses technology already found

on many refuse trucks in British 
towns and cities

The Safer Urban Lorry features
a lower seating position and

larger windows, so the driver
can see much more of what’s

happening immediately
around their vehicle.

Half the cyclist deaths in Greater
London involve lorries, even though
they make up only 5% of the traffic. A
large proportion of pedestrian fatalities
in urban areas also involve lorries.

The most common response from lorry
drivers after a fatal crash is to say they
didn’t see the victim in the moments
leading up to the crash.

The Safer Urban Lorry design uses
technology already found on many
refuse trucks in British towns and cities.

Modern refuse lorries have a cab
design that minimises the risk of running
over refuse collectors working close to
the vehicle, as well as providing
greater protection for pedestrians and
cyclists in residential streets.

The London Cycling Campaign has
married this tried-and-tested cab design
with a lower chassis from a construction
lorry, providing equivalent load-
carrying capacity. 

Current construction lorry design
prioritises off-road convenience and site
cost saving over safety.  The high
driving position encourages drivers to
go faster and closer to other traffic; it
doesn’t reduce danger.

The Safer Urban Lorry features can be
adopted without significant risk to the
driver or the lorry because:

New lorries don’t need such a high
ground clearance because site roads
are becoming better graded for all
vehicles and

Low-entry cabs reduce falls and injuries
to drivers, and encourage more
cautious driving.

The London Cycling Campaign is this
week organising a ‘week of action’ to
highlight the wide difference in action
that borough councils are taking on
making their lorries.

A copy of the video can be found
here:  http://tinyurl.com/cgjxt8b

The events are highlighting the worst
councils for lorry safety, such as 
Tower Hamlets, while praising those
such as Southwark that have signed 
up to LCC’s Safer Lorries, Safer 
Cycling pledge.





Report Highlights
Spending

A report commissioned by Expense
Reduction Analysts (ERA), the

specialist procurement consultancy,
shows many companies are

suffering from a culture of spending
apathy caused by employees failing

to control purchasing, review
suppliers or challenge the status quo

unless there is an issue.

Doing business in Britain: A culture of spending apathy
sought to discover the attitudes and practices of
employees (from junior executives to directors) with
purchasing responsibility and how they impact business
operations. 516 business people – across a large range
of industries including IT, retail, manufacturing, public
sector and telecommunications – were interviewed in
March 2013 for the report.

Apathy

The second report of 
the ERA ‘Smarter
Spending for Business’
campaign calls on UK
businesses to adjust
internal purchasing
attitudes to aid their
chances of success or
survival in 2013.



Culture of Apathy

Overall, the report findings illustrate an ingrained apathy towards smarter supply chain
spending among UK businesses, stemming from a legacy approach to managing
supplier relationships and an unwillingness of staff to challenge the status quo.

• A lack of purchasing control – There is a significant absence of company-wide
controls and processes and limited strategic thought towards purchasing. 

• 49 percent don’t know if their business has a purchasing process, have no
process or do their own thing when managing a supplier tender.

• 65 percent of junior management are able to make some or all purchasing
decisions with no approval from senior employees or insight at board level.

• Less than half of all companies, 49 percent, have enterprise-wide purchasing
processes indicating an alarming lack of company-wide supply chain control.

A lack of regular supplier review – Through regular supplier reviews, companies
can identify holes in the supply chain. However: 

• 56 percent rarely speak with suppliers, don’t trust them or only speak with them if
there is a problem.

• 59 percent of businesses will not review suppliers unless there is a problem.

UK businesses are focused on cost-cutting, not smarter spending – Organisations
are thinking short-term instead of long-term. Many changes are reactionary
rather than proactive. 

• 60 percent of companies said a need to cut costs triggers a supplier review.

A lack of value is attributed to the purchasing function – Purchasing very much
comes as a secondary priority to the primary job role and therefore isn’t seen
internally as important enough to warrant investment or training. 

• Nearly half of professionals asked confessed they just use the previous price
without any detailed analysis to benchmark suppliers or don’t benchmark at all
due to a lack of time.

• A quarter of respondents say that if it were their own money, they would be far
more careful with it!

• 64 percent of sole purchasers have had no formal purchasing training.

Top Tips

• Implement company-wide supply
chain guidelines. These should
include clear company processes
and policies for employees and for
reviewing suppliers – organisations
need to answer when, why, how
and who makes these supplier
review decisions.

• Develop and enforce an integrated
approach to purchasing decisions.
Present quarterly supplier reviews
to the board. These should not just
focus on cost reduction but metrics
such as quality control, supplier
relationship and company
reputation.

• Create a key skills framework for
people responsible for frontline
purchasing decisions. Invest in the
purchasing function through
ongoing and regular training to be
able to implement best practice
purchasing.

• Implement a cost management
strategy. Ensure you have the
expertise in-house or via an
external source to devote time to
the purchasing process and build
effective long-term supplier
relationships.

A copy of the report can be found
here:  http://bit.ly/11Ct4OE

Smarter Spending Strategy

Rob Allison, managing director, ERA, said: “Many employees
don’t understand the value of managing the purse strings, or
even appear to have the motivation or board support to affect
real change. A complete culture, attitude and organisation shift is

required for companies to see operational efficiencies and increased profitability.
And more value must be attributed to long-term smarter spending across the entire
supply chain if businesses are to find growth in the future.”



Risk management expert
Argyll Environmental is
warning property developers and
investors to be aware of the potential
impact of the extended High Speed 2
route to their properties. 

Argyll has identified that in
the Local Land Charges
search report, typically
conducted during the
property buying process, only
areas within 25 metres of
large infrastructure projects
are revealed, if at all. This
means that, in the case of the
HS2 line, should a property
lie beyond this parameter
even just 50 metres
from the site, the
report will not
show it. This issue
could cause major
problems when it comes to
the buying or selling property
and land. 

Once complete, the High Speed 2
line will stretch from London to
Manchester and Leeds. Although
still in the planning stages, the line
could have a detrimental impact on
the value of land and property
within its neighbouring vicinity by
increasing noise levels and creating
a visual impact. 

“The second-
phase HS2
project
proposals
were announced in January and
consists of a ‘Y’ shaped
construction that extends the line
from the West Midlands to
Manchester and Leeds, comprising
of 211 miles of new track. With
many new commercial and
residential properties surrounding
the extended route, it is essential to
account for the risks to the wider

areas to ensure informed
decisions are made in light
of the future development
of the line,” says Ben

Furlong, Environmental
Consultant for Argyll

Environmental.   “For developers
and investors, it is vital that they
understand the upcoming HS2

The HS2
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Why the leaders in
the construction

industry are reading
Inside Construction

NHBC’s Commercial Director,
Richard Tamayo

“As the leading warranty
and insurance provider
for new homes in the 
UK, NHBC’s housing
registration statistics 
are a key indicator of 

the overall performance of the
housing industry.”

Barry Ashmore, founder of
StreetwiseSubbie.com

“5,000 Specialist
Contractors have
failed since
recession.
Conversely, during
the same period,

the profitability of Contractors
generally has improved.”

Ucatt’s General Secretary, 
Steve Murphy

“Many construction
companies will use
the scrapping of
the regulations as
an excuse not to
provide life-saving

protective equipment.”

plans in order to make a fair analysis of the impact to their
current and future projects. For instance, developers may need
to consider incorporating noise abatement features into
property specifications to help maintain a schemes
marketability. That’s why we have extended our HS2 product
to provide the vital details they need to know. Our report
increases the clarity of the plans, providing a more thorough
understanding for all parties.”

Argyll Environmental’s report provides details of the proposed
high speed rail network’s route, giving an indication as to
whether a site will be impacted by its development. The report
also indicates what type of line will be installed, including
ground level track, tunnels and viaducts and the expected
maximum speeds of the trains as they pass each part of the
network. The High Speed 2 report is available from £15+VAT
and is the ideal tool for anyone considering buying or selling
property within the line’s corridor route.

For additional information, please visit
www.argyllenvironmental.com

Our report increases 
the clarity of the plans,

providing a more thorough 
understanding 
for all parties





Balfour Betty bags extension

Balfour Beatty has been awarded a
£5 million contract to build a major
extension to the Advanced Forming
Research Centre (AFRC) in Inchinnan,
Renfrewshire. 

This is the first contract issued under
the University of Strathclyde’s
Framework 2 for building and
associated works.

Miller awarded flagship contract

Miller Construction has been
appointed to deliver a new flagship
city centre development in the heart
of Newcastle upon Tyne.  

The first phase of the Stephenson
Quarter project, construction contract
valued at £44m, will include a
landmark 251 bed four-star hotel and
conference centre, a multi-use
building providing 35,000 sq. ft. of
Grade A offices and a 357 space
multi-storey car park.

NEWS BITES



Union  
Backlash

The Construction (Head
Protection) Regulations, which
require construction workers to
wear head protection on site,
have been struck down as part
of the Government’s shake-up of
health and safety legislation,
amid efforts to cut red tape.

The general secretary of Ucatt,
Steve Murphy, said that it was

a dangerous
move,
however, and
that the law
had brought
the average
number of

construction site fatalities as a
result of head injuries down
from 48 per year to just 14 
per year.

“Construction workers are
being placed in danger by 
the scrapping of these
regulations,” he said. “Many
construction companies will use
the scrapping of the regulations
as an excuse not to provide

life-saving protective
equipment.”

The Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) has defended
the move, however, claiming
that the revocation is now
compromising essential health
and safety protections.

“Hard hats remain vital in
protecting construction workers
from head injuries,” a
spokesman said. “[The HSE is]
working with the construction
industry (particularly small
contractors) to ensure that it
understands the continuing
need for employers to provide
hard hats and ensure they are
worn on construction sites.”

The construction workers union, Ucatt,
has hit out against the revoking of hard
hat regulations, claiming that they are
“life-saving” laws and their removal

will place construction workers in danger.

Rule Change
On Hard Hat



London Boosts
Housing Stats

In total 7,287 new homes
were registered in London
between January and
March – an increase of
more than 2,700 against
last year’s total of 4,529.

The landmark Battersea
Power Station
redevelopment helped boost
the Q1 figures as more than
800 new properties were
registered during the first
phase of the project. Over
the next 15 years, more
than 3,000 new homes will
ultimately be built on this
iconic London site.

As the leading warranty and
insurance provider for new
homes in the UK, NHBC’s
housing registration statistics
are a key indicator of the
overall performance of the
housing industry.

“The Q1 figures for London
are a huge boost for the
house building sector and
shows the vast improvement
this year compared to 
the start of 2012,” says
NHBC commercial director
Richard Tamayo.   

“Across the country we are
seeing positive signs and
increasing registration
levels which is encouraging
news for the sector and
hopefully proof that we are
emerging from what has
been an extremely difficult
few years.”

Latest figures
from NHBC

have revealed the capital
experienced a 61 percent
increase in the registration 
of new homes during 
Q1 this year compared to
the same period
in 2012.





NEWS BITES
ISG wins school cluster

ISG is to build a £1.2 million extension at
Withycombe Raleigh Church of England
Primary School in Exmouth as part of an
£8 million cluster of primary school
improvements for Devon County Council 
– the first projects to be procured via the
influential Construction Framework 
South West.

The company has worked collaboratively
with design partner NPS to develop a
standard solution for these extension
projects in line with the Education Funding
Agency’s (EFA) baseline design standards,
which aim to cut construction costs, whilst
delivering high quality teaching
environments.

JCB passes major milestone

JCB has celebrated the production of its
one millionth machine.

The landmark was marked with the whole
of the glass frontage of the World HQ at
Rocester, Staffordshire, UK, being
encased in a graphic wrap marking the
achievement.

JCB Chairman Sir Anthony Bamford said:
“It’s taken JCB more than 67 years to
produce its millionth machine. Given our
continuing growth, JCB’s two millionth
machine will be produced in considerably
less time.”



Knowledge is power... And we have the

CONTRACTS
AWARDED

Business Alert

SCOTLAND
West Lothian £1.5M code 213149
School
Extension
West Lothian Council

Orkney £1M code 213762
Community Centre
Refurb & Repair
Univ' Highlands & Islands

East Lothian £1M code 213830
School
Extension
East Lothian Council

NORTH EAST
Newcastle £10M code 214048
Housing
Refurb & Repair
Newcastle Upon Tyne City Council

Whitehaven £2.5M code 213729
Housing
New Build
Housing Group North West

Seaham £750K code 213497
Offices
Refurb & Repair
Seaham Town Council

NORTH WEST
Blackburn £600K code 214299
Library
Refurb & Repair
Blackburn & Darwen BC

Oldham £5M code 214239
Housing
Refurb & Repair
First Choice Homes Oldham

KNOWN 
PROJECTS

Preston £1.2M code 213147
Training Centre
New Build
Lancashire Fire & Rescue

WALES
Carmarthan £16M code 213548
School
New Build
Carmarthenshire C.C.

Newport £300K code 213532
Leisure Centre
Refurb & Repair
Newport C.C.

Tywyn £4.5M code 213042
Hospital
Extension
Betsi Cadwaladr Univ Health Brd

MIDLANDS
Nottingham £7M code 214969
School
Extension
Nottinghamshire C.C.

Oakham £2.5M code 213226
Misc
Refurb & Repair
Suffolk Coastal D.C.

Kettering £300K code 213543
Hospital
Refurb & Repair
Kettering General Hosp NHS Trust

EAST ANGLIA
Cambridge £750K code 212639
Housing
New Build
Hastoe HA

Felixstowe £700K code 210767
Housing
Refurb & Repair
Mid Suffolk D.C

Cambridge £150K code 213711
University
Refurb & Repair
Univ' of Cambridge

SOUTH & SOUTH WEST
Cornwall £2M code 213926
Schools
Refurb & Repair
Cornwall C.C.

Exeter £2M code 213865
Prison
Refurb & Repair
HMP Service

Somerset £4M code 213817
Housing
Refurb & Repair
Homes in Sedgemoor

LONDON & SOUTH EAST
Watford £1M code 213983
Community Centre
Extension
Watford B.C.

Canterbury £2M code 213468
School
Extension
Kent C.C 

London £500K code 214149
Housing
Refurb & Repair
L.B. Newham

SCOTLAND
Ayrshire £750K code 211493
School
Extension
CONTR - Ashleigh Ltd

Lanarkshire £9.5M code 205164
Housing
New build
CONTR - City Building LLP

Lanarkshire £1.2M code 210328
Housing
Refurb & Repair
CONTR - John McGeady Ltd

NORTH EAST
Co Durham £20M code 207303
Police HQ
New Build
CONTR - Kier Const' NE

Humberside £2.5M code 205685
Hospital
Extension
CONTR - Hobson & Porter Ltd

Tyne & Wear £2M code 209256
Hospital
New build
CONTR - Kier Const' NE

NORTH WEST
Northwich £12.5M code 214258
Leisure Centre
New Build
CONTR - Wates Construction

Manchester £25M code 213829
Arts Centre
New Build
CONTR - Wates Construction

Call or email us
NOW to view

over 8000
Quality Leads
every year!



Looking for quality tender and
contract award information 

on construction projects around
the UK then look no further than

www.buildersconference.co.uk

We are a not for profit trade association,
European Law compliant with a code 
of practice for business compliance. 
Our key priority is to reduce construction
industry inefficiencies.

If you wish to become a member and
receive unlimited access to our
information then go to our website and
apply for membership or click demo to
ask for a code.

information you need...

To receive extensive information
direct to your Inbox or via a unique
login to our website go to
www.buildersconference.co.uk 
or call 0208 770 0111 and ask 
for membership.

Call us today on...

020 8770 0111

Liverpool £2M code 211724
Housing
New Build
CONTR - John Turner Const'

WALES
Cardiff £10M code 207099
University
Extension
CONTR - ISG Const'

Powys £1.2M code 205476
Housing
Refurb & Repair
CONTR - SWG Carpentry & Builder

Barry A4226 £1M code 211150
Road
Refurb & Repair
CONTR - LGA Ltd

MIDLANDS
Coventry £6M code 213798
School
Refurb & Repair
CONTR - Wates Construction

Worcester £1M code 212942
School
Extension
CONTR - Speller Metcalfe Malvern

Nottingham £1.5M code 207008
Medical Centre
New Build
CONTR - Lindum Group

EAST ANGLIA
Haverhill £1.3M code 201976
Housing
New build
CONTR - Lovell Partnership

Cambridge £300K code 212189
Training Centre
New Build
CONTR - ISG Jackson

Cambridge £3.5M code 211285
Research Centre
Extension
CONTR - Kier Const' East Mid

SOUTH & SOUTH WEST
Devon £5.8M code 214389
Roads
Refurb & Repair
CONTR - Kiely Bros Ltd

Newton Abbott £2M code 208478
Prison
Refurb & Repair
CONTR - ISG Jackson

Poole £4M code 207775
Housing
Refurb & Repair
CONTR - Keepmoat Group

LONDON & SOUTH EAST
Brighton £17M code 210469
University
Refurb & Repair
CONTR - Willmott Dixon Interiors

Reading £3M code 212286
Housing
New Build
CONTR - Feltham Const'

Aylesbury £1M code 210565
School
Extension
CONTR - Beard Oxford

All information is supplied by Trade
Association The Builders’ Conference

www.buildersconference.co.uk
To find out how to join call:

020 8770 0111

“ The desire of this trade
association is to provide 
all its members with 
up-to-the-minute premier
construction data 
and market analysis”
Neil Edwards Chief Executive
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The information on BCLive league table comes directly
from The Builders’ Conference trade association and
can also be found on the front page of their website
www.buildersconference.co.uk

BCLive league table is merely a top level display of
which companies have won which contracts and their
relative values during April 2013 however if you go
to the website www.bclive.co.uk and click on an
individual business you can quickly view what
contracts combine to make the total, which market
sectors the contracts were won in and their
geographical location. 

The Builders’ Conference trade association makes
every effort to ensure BCLive league table for main
contractors is a fair representation of the industry
however if your company has secured a project or
projects and you believe they have not made the table
then please telephone 020 8770 0111 or go to
www.buildersconference.co.uk press on the table
and in the top left hand of the screen you will find a
button where you will be directed to complete a very
simple form which is automatically forwarded to this
office upon submission. 

Our address book has your name as a contact and
therefore we would be grateful if you could forward
this e-mail within your company to persons, who may
also find this information of interest and value. 

Please do not hesitate in contacting this office should
you have any queries or require greater in-depth
analysis of the construction industry, alternatively if
you do not wish to receive this digital information
please send an email to newsdesk@bclive.co.uk

If you wish to advertise in this magazine 
please contact Neil Edwards on 020 8770 0111 

or neil.edwards@buildersconf.co.uk

The Builders’ Conference
Crest House, 19 Lewis Road, Sutton, Surrey SM1 4BR
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